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WELCOME from Dusty Rose
W

e are excited to welcome you to the first ever Dusty Rose Cattle Co online production sale!!. We think we have
brought a real strong lineup of both live and frozen lots for you to appraise. I think these females and genetics
represent well what we have been promoting and developing over the last few years. We are happy to be working with the
Bohrson Marketing team and the Castlerock Marketing team for this sale. As well as Mark Shologan and the whole DLMS team.
In the fall of 2020 we took on a fairly major expansion of our operation. We brought home a lot of our share cattle, and
added a large group of females for use as recips and a large group of May/June calving commercials. As well we were able to
purchase the entire purebred Angus herd from McNeely Cattle Co. This cowherd was built up over many years with a keen
eye to quality. This group consisted of not only the mature cows but also a group of bred heifers and a group of replacement
heifers. Some of those replacement heifers will be offered in this sale as breds. While those particular heifers don’t carry our
prefix we feel they do represent the production of the new herd very well and you can certainly buy with confidence.
We are offering some incredible opportunities in this sale right from the backbone of our program. An amazing flush
opportunity, chances to get in on the ground floor of some of the females we feel will be our “next generation” donors, and
a group of full sib ET heifers that we feel will have a great future. The bred females are carrying early services to some great
sires. We are definitely digging deep for this inaugural sale!!
This has been a very challenging year in the Ag industry and the world.
Weather challenges, feed and commodity prices, covid, the list is long…
Hopefully 2022 will be something closer to normal. We are planning to
have an open house the weekend before the sale and invite you all to attend
if you can. Watch social media for details closer to the date. The cattle are
available for viewing anytime prior to the sale by appointment. We are, like
most people these days, very busy with off farm work and the never ending
to do lists at home. But we will do everything we can to accommodate your
schedule if your in the area.

Randy James

Randy, Laurie, Justin & Riley James
Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE
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SALEinformation
SALE DAY CONTACTS
Randy James 		
306-575-7833
BOHRSON MARKETING SERVICES
Scott Bohrson 		
403-370-3010
Rob Voice 		
306-270-6082
Jaxon Payne 		
306-830-0456
Taylor Richards
306-821-4169
CASTLEROCK MARKETING
Shane Castle 		
306.741.7485
Mark Forsyth 		
306.784.7844
DLMS CONTACT
Mark Shologan
780-699-5082
www.DLMS.ca
Please contact Mark for general DLMS questions, bidder approval, or
technical support. Sale runs on DLMS Farmgate timed auctions Sunday
December 5 to Monday December 6 at 7PM CST.
SALE LOCATION
Cattle will be on display at the ranch 3.5 miles east of Arcola on 13
Hwy. Watch for the Dusty Rose sign on the north side of the highway.
OPEN HOUSE
Open House at the farm Saturday December 4. Cattle will be available
for viewing prior to the sale at the farm anytime by appointment.
DELIVERY
We would like cattle picked up as soon as possible after the sale as they
carry early services. Delivery assistance can be made to central points
in Western Canad , any other destinations we will assist as much as
possible to get them to you soon as possible after the sale.
VIDEOS
All lot videos will be available on DLMS.ca closer to sale time.
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HOW TO BID | WWW.DLMS.CA | FARMGATE TIMED AUCTIONS

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN A FARMGATE TIMED AUCTION
After you are at the FarmGate Timed auction site click the LOGIN/REGISTRATION button.
FIRST TIME FARMGGATE USERS: First time users will select the REGISTER button from this page. Fill
out the registration form to signup for a free user account and it allows you to select a username and password
for use on all Farm Gate Timed auctions. (please note due to some of the text notification features the
FarmGate Time Auction Site requires a new account separate account from your DLMS Live sale site)
- After you create your FarmGate account you will receive a txt message with a pin code to verify your account.
- On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we recommend you go to your profile and confirm your
notifications are set to YES. This allows the site to send you text and/or email notifications when you are out
bid and if there is activity on your favorite lots.
RETURNING FARMGGATE USERS: If you have used Farm Gate Timed auctions in the past simply enter
your user name and password to continue. After you have logged in you are able to browse the timed auctions
on DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions.
HOW TO BID IN A TIMED AUCTION: Now that you are logged in and your account phone number /
email is verified you are able to bid on an upcoming sale. Simply find the lot you are interested in bidding on.
After you have found the lot there are 2 options for bidding on the lot.
PLACE NEXT BID – to place the next bid on the item, you see the amount in the first box, you simply click the
“Place Bid” button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed.
MAX BID AMOUNT – to place a max bid you put your max bid in the second box listed as “Max Bid”
on the item, and then click the “Place Bid” button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and
conditions your bid will be placed as the next bid. With the Max Bid placed the computer will then keep you
as the high bidder to the max amount you have placed. This can be a great feature if you are not able to give
100% attention to the sale close out and protect your interest so you do not miss out on any lots you want to
purchase. The Max Bid amount is completely confidential from the seller during the sale process.
EXAMPLE OF HOW THE MAX BID WORKS - If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and you place a proxy bid
of $3500 into the system, the computer will bid $2100 for you but if some one else bids $2200, the computer
will again bid for you, this time at $2300. The system will look after your interest to a maximum of $3500. If
another bidder is on at $3600, your proxy will no longer be effective and you will no longer have the winning
bid on this lot without once again logging in and bidding again or moving your attention to a second lot of
interest. Please note that in some cases a lot value can change very quickly if 2 max bids are placed on the
same lot competing against each other.
WATCH LIST FEATURE: If you have items in multiple auctions or only a few from the same auction that
you want to watch with out having to scroll through the entire list you can add the lots to your watchlist. On
each lot you will see the “eye” button beside the bid button, by clicking this “watchlist” Icon that item is added
to your personal watchlist for easy viewing of just your favorite lots in this sale or on the entire site.
SALE ENDING / CLOSEOUT: Most FarmGate Timed Auction sales close racehorse style with extended bidding.
WHAT IS RACEHORSE STYLE CLOSE? Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale stays open in
extended bidding. This type of sale allows you as the bidder to change to a different lot within the same sale if
the bidding has gone in to extended bidding.
HOW WILL EXTENDED BIDDING WORKS? When we get to the close out end time the clock for close
extends with any bid placed with less than 5 min on the clock. This type of extended bidding turns the end
time to more of a soft time. Extended bidding allows bidders to compete in lots like a real auction and give all
bidders the same time to make a decision. Always follow the clock to see how much time remains in the sale
you are interested in.
BIDDING CLOSE & FOLLOW-UP: After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has occurred
for 5 min the computer will declare the sale finished. Following the close typically within 24 hours of the
sale close the sale consignor will contact all winning bidders to arrange payment, transfer of pedigrees and
delivery/Pick up of your lot. Or as the winning bidding you can contact the sale
consignor / sale manager to confirm payment instructions.
- Please make sure that your account info is up-to-date and correct if you are the winning
bidder of a lot as this is how the billing is sent to Sale manager and/or Sale consignor.

SALE RUNS DECEMBER 5 - DECEMBER 6 AT 7PM CST

WELCOME from Bohrson Marketing Services
T

he Dusty Rose program has a long history in the cattle business and have more recently been at the forefront with their progressive
investments in herdsires and donor females. Randy has searched high and low for the best Angus cattle to build the herd to where it is, with a
focus on quality, cow families, and acquiring the best herdsires possible. The obvious culmination of those efforts is the Brooking Countess 7077
female that dominated the fall show run in 2019 winning Supreme Female at both Farm Fair and Agribition.
Countess is the feature donor in an impressive donor group Dusty Rose is building around and complemented by the group of production
females purchased from the McNeely program. Here is your opportunity to participate in the fruits of those effort with this impressive offering
of bred females and frozen genetics - imagine flushing Countess to the sire of your choice, acquiring her already frozen embryos, or one of her 3
daughters on offer. Randy purchased the entire McNeely herd, a big bodied, sound, functional group of females backed by generations of herd
sire purchases from the great Bar-E-L program, you can purchase those females with confidence.
We invite you to tour down to Arcola prior to the sale date to view the females and the strong Dusty Rose operation. Randy is very
knowledgeable and passionate about the cattle business and eager to showcase the operation with this inaugural sale. Our team at Bohrson
Marketing is very familiar with the Dusty Rose cattle and look forward to assisting you in a personal and professional manner.
Yours very truly,

The Bohrson Marketing Team

WELCOME from Castlerock Marketing
I

t is with great excitement that we are working with the Dusty Rose program in their inaugural sale! Over the years Randy and his crew have
carefully assembled a power house lineup of genetics in efforts to make an impact in the Angus business. Cornerstone breeding pieces such
as Countess 7077 , Angelina 15Y have and will move the needle in producing a marketable product with the utmost of quality. Defiance 199F is
also another treasured gem that has done an exceptional job to date stamping his progeny with the lines and makeup to be the backbone of any
program, most impressive is the set of feet that he is putting on his calves. If you’ve visited with Randy you know that structure is very high in his
list of credentials the cattle must support, it starts from the ground up. The addition of the McNeely’s cow herd represents a functional set of cattle
and will serve well in the path to establish deeper roots in the Angus herd.
The offering is not large by any stretch moreover is indicative of the pursuit of Dusty Rose commitment to offering quality. We welcome
you to stop by the farm at anytime to view the offering and visit with Randy. We will be available at the sale site on close out day or anytime to
discuss which cattle will serve you best for the long term.
See you sale day!

Shane Castle

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE
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Brooking Countess 7077 feature page

PROVEN
performance
PROVEN
progeny
I

t is absolutely true that the good ones don’t cost you money they make you money….. We stepped up pretty boldly in 2017 to acquire 7077
and have certainly never regretted it!! Countess had a great 3 year show career thanks to the hard work of the Brooking crew. Div Champ at
Agribition as a calf and got a real hard look at overall reserve under Jack Ward. As a yearling she again won her division and got a good look
for overall reserve. Then in 2019 she really hit her stride as a pair. Supreme in Prince Albert, Champ Angus and Supreme in Edmonton, and
Champ Angus and RBC Supreme at Agribition!! Quite a ride… But the ride didn’t just stop there, her time in production has been just as exciting. Her live calves have sold very strong. Her frozen genetics have sold to strong demand. She has proven to mate well with a variety of different sires. She definitely transmits her look and power to her progeny. And she’s just hitting her best production years!! We can’t wait to see the
next generations of Countess 7077 progeny. We are very anxiously awaiting a large number of ET calves by her this spring. And she continues to
flush very well for us. We look forward to this maternal powerhouse being the backbone of our donor program for many more years to come.
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2 TIME Supreme Champion Female

e
2018 CWA SR. CHAMPION FEMALE

DAUGHTER DUSTY’S COUNTESS 9026

2019 FARM FAIR CHAMPION FEMALE

DAUGHTER DUSTY’S COUNTESS 9026

2019 CWA CHAMPION FEMALE

DAUGHTER DUSTY’S COUNTESS 22H

DAUGHTER DUSTY’S COUNTESS 26H

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE
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1

BROOKING Countess 7077

Flush

JSTN 77E

JAN 23, 2017

Act. BW 80

Adj. WW 694

Adj. YW

CE

S
6

1967700

D

BW

WW

3.0
2.3
55
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y

BROOKING COUNTESS 239

YW

MK

MCE

101
25
5.0
S A V BISMARCK 5682
BAR-E-L MAGNOLIA 143K
HOOVER DAM
WILLABAR COUNTESS 131R

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE

This incredible flush opportunity on the 2 time Supreme Champion Brooking Countess 7077 probably
has as much ROI potential as anything that will be offered for sale this fall!! She has not only met our
expectations when we purchased her as a calf in 2017, but exceeded them. She not only excelled in
the showring for us for 3 years but has excelled where it really matters, in production. Her first calf
Countess 9026 by Firebrand sold for $53000 and then went on to be a supreme champion herself as
a yearling at the only major show to run in Canada last year. A pregnant recip carrying 9026 genetics
was a high seller at last years Angus Collection Sale for her new owners KT Ranching. 7077’s second
calf crop resulted in a $34000 Density daughter that sold to Brooking, Ter Ron, and Paynes. As well as
a $18500 Classen daughter to Dale McKay. 7077 embryos have been highly sought after. This is your
chance to grab hold and create your own success story with 7077!! We are guaranteeing a minimum
6 freezable eggs with no top. Flush to be done at Ranchland Veterinary Services in Carnduff Sask.
Countess 7077 is currently open and being flushed. Ranchland offers IVF and conventional flush
services. Call us for details.

DUSTY’S Countess 81H

2
/2 Interest

projected
EPD’s

1

S
D

CM487837

DUST 81H

FEB 9, 2020

Act. BW 84

Act. WW 830

Act. YW 1230

CE

BW

WW

3.5

3.4

55

S A V 004 DENSITY 4336

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

YW

MK

MCE

95
22
0.5
S A V 8180 TRAVELER 004
S A V MAY 7238
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239

Dusty’s Countess 81H is a full sib flushmate to the $34000 Density daughter
that Brooking, Adams, and Paynes bought last fall who was just named
Reserve Champion Female in Lloydminister. We all know what the Density
daughters are capable of, now add in Countess 7077 and you have a powerful
genetic combination. 81H has been a standout since day 1. I really appreciate
her depth and overall balance. It would be hard to make a much nicer front
end with an amazing head and those big fluffy Countess ears! Smooth on
the move with an incredible hip and leg. And she’s laying down a very nice
square looking udder. Mated early to Mercury the resulting calf could be
nothing short of amazing! 81H reminds me of her dam 7077 in a lot of ways
at the same age. We feel this female has a lot of upside potential. 81H is on
our list to be one of our “next generation” donors to carry the Countess 7077
legacy to the next step. This is your chance to get in on the ground floor
with this female. Bred AI Apr 19 Brooking Mercury Exposed to Defiance
199F May 6 to Sept 1. Vet says safe to Apr 19 breeding. We are offering a half
interest in this female. We would like to retain possession. Call for details.

SERVICE SIRE BROOKING MERCURY

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE
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DUSTY’S Countess 31H

projected
EPD’s

3
S
8

CM487840

DUST 31H

FEB 16, 2020

Act. BW 83

Act. WW 820

Act. YW 1215

CE

BW

WW

YW

MK

MCE

2.5

3.5

66

111

24

5.0

YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 7077
BROOKING COUNTESS 239

D
Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE

Dusty’s Countess 31H is pretty much our program right now in a nutshell.
Sired by our powerful herd sire Youngdale Defiance 199F and out of
Brooking Countess 7077. If we had not made the commitment to dig deep
for this first sale she would not be in here. 31H I feel is a great example
of everything we’ve been promoting the last few years. This female is an
absolute tank! Hairy and she has so much depth, but still remains very
feminine with a near perfect head on her. Plus those big fluffy Countess
ears!! Big footed and easy moving. Evey time I look at this female I think
“herd bull maker”. She has a real presence to her like I’ve found the good
ones always do. Mated early to Mercury, I’m not sure if I’d be hoping for a
bull or a heifer….. either way I feel its probably a win. This is another 7077
daughter that we see as a “next generation” donor for us going forward.
Bred AI Apr 17 Brooking Mercury Exposed to 20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept
1. Vet says safe to Apr 17 breeding. We would like to retain a 50% embryo
interest in this female and look forward to working with the buyer to alternate
or split flushes on this cornerstone female. The buyer will have full possession
and all natural calves. We would also be open to having her here under our
management if you’d like. Call to discuss.

SERVICE SIRE BROOKING MERCURY
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BROOKING DUSTY’S Countess 131H
2146912

JSTN 131H

FEB 7, 2020

Act. BW 88

Act. WW 778

Act. YW 1130

CE

S
D

BW

WW

0.0
4.1
67
BROOKING GOLD COIN 8069

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

YW

MK

MCE

114
21
6.0
BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
S A V EMBLYNETTE 4223
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239

This is another 7077 daughter with a world of potential.
Sired by Brooking Gold Coin who had an impressive show
career for Justin and Tawnie. 131H was 7077’s natural
calf. This female has the Countess stamp. Long, deep and
smooth. Again bred early, this time to Renovation. The
Renovation progeny have really been exciting at Brooking
Angus. We think this mating could really click. We are
expecting a lot of ET calves this spring by Reno and 7077.
Bred AI Apr 2 SAV Renovation. Repeat bred AI Apr 23
SAV Renovation Exposed to 20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to
Sept 1. Vet says safe to Apr 23 breeding.

SERVICE SIRE SAV RENOVATION

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE
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5
Embryos

Countess X Rainmaker
S
D

PACKAGE OF 3 EMBRYOS

DL RAINMAKER 1879

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

HILLTOP RAINMAKER 6274
DL RUBY 496
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239

Embryos

Countess X Style
S
D

PACKAGE OF 3 EMBRYOS

SILVEIRAS STYLE 9303

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

GAMBLES HOT ROD
SILVEIRAS ELBA 2520
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239

Selling 3 #1 conventional embryos, guarantee of one 60 day pregnancy if implanted
by an accredited vet.

Selling 3 #1 IVF embryos, guarantee one 60 day pregnancy if implanted by
an accredited vet.

This mating between 7077 and DL Rainmaker represents the newest and
freshest mating on her that we have. Rainmaker is an outcross “power” sire that
is one of the stoutest built sires to found. Bold sprung, big hipped, structurally
correct, and a big ribeye bull. We used this bull in our AI program as well
on a few select females. Countess 7077
has proven to cross well with a variety
of different types of bulls. I don’t think
there is a lot more I can say about her
that I haven’t already said. We feel this
combo could be pretty exciting and
you will have some new and pretty
exclusive genetics to add to your herd.

The mating between Style and Countess we think could be out of this world.
Style progeny have won as many shows as any sire out there over the last
several years. He really doesn’t need much introduction. With Countess’ show
record and the way her progeny have performed in the ring so far we feel this
blending could really knock it out of
the park. Style consistently throws extra
look, hair, and that show ring presence.
7077 brings the power, extra length, that
extended eye catching front end that
makes you look as soon as she entered
the ring. The Style females have made
some noise in the US in production as
well, and the 7077 influence will only
enhance that. Buy with confidence here. SIRE OF EMBRYOS SILVEIRAS STYLE

SIRE OF EMBRYOS DL RAINMAKER
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7
Pregnant
Recipient

642
S
D

X Turning

Heads

Recip is a 3year old simm/angus cow DUE FEB 20, 2022

CHESTNUT TURNING HEADS 29 STEVENSON TURNING POINT

MICH WHEATLAND BLACKBIRD 642

CN PF BEAUTY 750
KR CASH FLOW
CHESTNUT BLACKBIRD JB 456

Turning Heads is a herd bull for the Wheatland program. They made a lot of
miles looking before they found this fella. Impressive phenotype bull as you can
see. Sound made and deep. The Blackbird 642 Donor is a powerful big middled
daughter of KR Cash Flow, who was a standout member of the 2014 Denver
pen of three bulls for Krebs. On the dam side she traces back to Dameron First
Class and the highly productive Blackbird cow family. Both her mother and
642 made the trip to town in the powerful Wheatland show strings over the
years. We have never offered any progeny from 642 previously and this mating
is as exclusive as they come, as Turning Heads has not been offered publicly
to this point to my knowledge. We are anxiously awaiting these ET calves
this spring. There will be very few chances to get 642 genetics going forward.
Unfortunately we haven’t had the chance to get this cow properly pictured yet.
All we have is the cell pic of her and her April Leading Edge heifer calf. You can
certainly see her production potential and power in a moderate package. If you
were lucky enough to see them at Agribition as a pair you know what I mean.
Strong cow family backing her up. Step on up and grab hold while you can.

8
Pregnant
Recipient

642

S
D

X Unanimous

Recip is a 3year old simm/angus cow DUE FEB 20, 2022
MAY-WAY UNANIMOUS E109

MICH WHEATLAND BLACKBIRD 642

VISION UNANIMOUS 1418
MAY-WAY EMPRESS 1372
KR CASH FLOW
CHESTNUT BLACKBIRD JB 456

Again exclusive genetics here. We are anxiously awaiting these calves this
spring. The Unanimous bull is another Wheatland herd bull that they made
thousands of miles to find and source. He has also not been offered publicly
to my knowledge. He is a Vision Unanimous/Motive cross. This bull offers
outstanding performance and his replacement females seem to be the right
kind, deep bodied, soft made and
sweet fronted. Its rare to find an
Angus bull that sires cattle this
attractive with true muscle and body
length. Again, there will be very few
chances on any 642 genetics and this
mating we feel could be very exciting.

MICH WHEATLAND BLACKBIRD 642

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE
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PREDICTA

PREDICTA
Y

oungdale Angelina 15Y was purchased as a mature cow in one of Youngdale’s female sales. We retained her first calf by Stunner and then
she headed into the donor program. Her embryos have been very well accepted. The 5 full sibs offered here represent the fruits of her first
flushes. 15Y is a very stout, powerful female who even at a fairly ripe old age has the front end of a young cow and looks like a much younger
lady than she actually is. She still moves freely and smoothly and her udder is still amazing!!

Y

oungdale Defiance 199F was our selection at their bull sale a few years ago. He was, I believe, the youngest bull in the sale that year, but
certainly didn’t give up any stoutness, style, or growth to the older bulls. He was exhibited at Agribition as a yearling and then was in
display at Denver that winter. He was admired by many, and semen sales in the States have been steady. He possesses an incredible foot and
leg, and he definitely passes that onto his progeny. The first bulls to sell off him were impressive and well received in the Youngdale bull sale
last spring. The females have beautiful heads and front ends just like Defiance and extra length and middle to them. We used Defiance pretty
heavily in our program this spring and look forward to the results.

ABLE
genetics

ABLE
quality

ANGELINA 15Y PASTURE PICTURE

DEFIANCE x COUNTESS DAUGHTER

DAUGHTER DUSTY’S ANGELINA 27H

DAUGHTER DUSTY’S ANGELINA 8H

DUSTY’S Angelina 90H

projected
EPD’s

9
S
14

D

CM485063

DUST 90H

MAR 15, 2020

Act. BW 83

Act. WW 840

Act. YW 1240

CE

BW

WW

YW

MK

MCE

3.0
2.8
58
91
21
5.0
YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W
YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 15Y YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 59W

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE

Dusty’s Angelina 90H is a big stout power female. Long as
a train, big middled. Defiance really stamps his progeny
with a huge deep foot and a big hip. The front ends on
these Defiance daughters are just like you would expect,
extra extension with plenty of width over the shoulders.
They come by this naturally as both Defiance and the 15Y
dam have picture perfect fronts on them. 90H is mated
early to Renovation. I think this combination is really
going to compliment these Defiance daughters. Bred AI
Apr 4 SAV Renovation Exposed to 20/20 1 Iron 30F May
6 to Sept 1. Vet says safe to Apr 4 breeding.

SERVICE SIRE SAV RENOVATION

projected
EPD’s

10
S
D

DUSTY’S Angelina 47H
CM485062

DUST 47H

MAR 11, 2020

Act. BW 86

Act. WW 835

Act. YW 1220

CE

BW

WW

YW

MK

MCE

3.0
2.8
58
91
21
5.0
YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W
YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 15Y YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 59W

Dusty’s Angelina 47H is another real power female. I really
appreciate the massive hip these Defiance daughters have.
Again 47H has that patented huge foot and awesome leg
structure. The Angelina 15Y cow is still sound as they
come and still looks like a cow half her age. I think these
daughters should have longevity built into them. The cow
families behind Defiance I fell only enhance the quality in
these pedigrees. 47H is again mated early to Renovation.
The softness and maternal look of the Renovation progeny
should really compliment the power and bone these
Defiance daughters have. Bred AI Apr 13 SAV Renovation
Exposed to 20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept 1. Vet says safe
to Apr 13 breeding.

SERVICE SIRE SAV RENOVATION

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE
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DUSTY’S Angelina 8H

projected
EPD’s

11
S

D
16

CM485058

DUST 8H

MAR 10, 2020

Act. BW 83

Act. WW 780

Act. YW 1150

CE

BW

WW

YW

MK

MCE

3.0
2.8
58
91
21
5.0
YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W
YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 15Y YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 59W
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Dusty’s Angelina 8H is another full sib ET daughter. The
consistency in this mating is so good. Its going to get very
repetitive with these comments. Again huge footed and big
hipped. This heifer tends a little more toward her mother in
her overall look, slightly smaller framed than 90H and 47H.
Same pretty front and big middle. The vet figured this one
was too close to call on her breeding date. She was mated
to Renovation for a Jan calf then like all the sale heifers ran
with a very stout Merit One Iron son that we got out of
the Stewart Dispersal last fall. Either way we are confident
this should be a very marketable calf. Bred AI Apr 9 SAV
Renovation Exposed to 20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept 1.
Vet says safe to Apr 9 breeding.

SERVICE SIRE SAV RENOVATION
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DUSTY’S Angelina 76H
CM485059

DUST 76H

MAR 10, 2020

Act. BW 85

Act. WW 825

Act. YW 1205

CE

BW
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YW
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3.0
2.8
58
91
21
5.0
YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W
YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 15Y YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 59W

Dusty’s Angelina 76H is another powerhouse.
Another of the tribe of full sib ET daughters.
Again same pattern as her sisters. There isn’t much
more I can say about these sisters that I haven’t
already said. 76H was mated early to Renovation.
We can’t wait to see the results of this mating.
Bred AI Apr 16 SAV Renovation Exposed to
20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept 1. Vet was unsure
SERVICE SIRE SAV RENOVATION
of breeding - his opinion was probably Apr 16
breeding.
Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE
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DUSTY’S Angelina 27H
CM485061

DUST 27H

MAR 11, 2020

Act. BW 86

Act. WW 810
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YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W
YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 15Y YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 59W
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Dusty’s Angelina 27H is the slightly smaller
framed sister in this tribe of ET beauties. She
gets the lucky lot 13 spot…. This one really
reminds me of the Angelina cow when I look
at her. Same big foot and hip as her sisters. This
one we mated a bit differently. 27H is mated
early to BC Lookout. Bred AI Apr 8 BC Lookout
Exposed to 20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept 1.
Vet says safe to Apr 8 breeding.

SERVICE SIRE BC LOOKOUT

S
D

2156149

MLC 1H

FEB 5, 2020

Act. BW 81

Act. WW 730

Act. YW 1170
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BW
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2.1
20/20 1 IRON 30F

WW
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SCC LADY BLOSSOM 2F

YW
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8.5
MERIT ONE-IRON 5052
20/20 MISS FRONTIER 10C
SCC BANDO 51A
SCC LADY BLOSSOM 25A

The 1H heifer is the first of the daughters we will offer from the McNeely cowherd we were lucky
enough to purchase last fall. This female is sired by the One Iron son that we ran cleanup with on
all our bred heifers this summer. So this is a kind of unique opportunity to be able see the kind of
quality that you can expect from him. Incredible length of body on this lady. Sweet fronted with
that extra extension. Sound right to the ground
with a real pretty profile. Her mother is one of my
favorites from that McNeely group of cows and
originated at Brent Stewarts’s. She goes back to the
great Bando bull that did so much for the Stewarts
and who’s progeny was so well accepted in their
dispersal. We bred 1H early to the outcross Semex
sire DL Rainmaker. We utilized Rainmaker this
year both in our AI and flush programs. Reports
from cattlemen I respect were that he was very
stout and correct. We think this mating could be
pretty exciting and pretty exclusive in Canada. Bred
AI April 8 HLC Crossfire. Repeat Bred AI Apr 28
DL Rainmaker 1879. Exposed to 20/20 1 Iron 30F SERVICE SIRE DL RAINMAKER
May 6 to Sept 1. Vet says safe to Apr 28 breeding.
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MCNEELY LC Donna 30H
2156047

MLC 30H

APR 10, 2020

Act. BW 74

Act. WW 775

Act. YW 1075
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1.0
3.8
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BAR-E-L PAYCHECK 61F

MCNEELY LC 127A DONNA 31D

YW

MK

MCE
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5.0
S A V RESOURCE 1441
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
MCNEELY LC P.O.M. IVY 52A

30H is one of my favorites in this entire offering. She’s also one of, if not the youngest heifer in the
offering. A real standout. Her mother is a huge bodied cow. This is the first of the Bar E L Paycheque
daughters we will be offering. Paycheque is a product of the well known Birdie cow family at
Longshore’s. I think this heifer has that Birdie stamp to her. 30H is perfectly balanced in every way.
This female is so angular and deep and is setting
quite a table for her first calf. Nice small well spaced
teats and she’s sound to the ground. An abundance
of breed character in this one. 30H is smooth on
the move and catches your eye every time she goes
by. We have a large number of these Paycheque
daughters in the replacement pen again this year
and will have some sons to market this spring. 30H
is bred up early to our Defiance bull. Maternal power
in this mating with stacks of highly productive
cow families in it. Don’t miss this one!! Bred AI
Apr 7 Defiance 199F Exposed to 20/20 1 Iron
30F May 6 to Sept 1. Vet says safe to Apr 7 breeding. SERVICE SIRE DEFIANCE
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MCNEELY LC Duchess 5H
2168919

MLC 5H

FEB 28, 2020
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Act. WW 760

Act. YW 1120
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EF COLOSSAL 520
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7.0
EXAR CLASSEN 1422B
EXAR BLACKBIRD 5877
GOLDEN OAK BIG SKY 3D

D MCNEELY LC 3D DUCHESS 3F MCNEELY LC 127A DIAMOND 2D
5H is a beautiful EF Collosal daughter. We haven’t had many
Colossal calves here but we are sure happy with this one. Very
correct made and setting down an udder with nice small even
teats. Big ribbed and nice on the
move. Very easy fleshing. Out of
a Big Sky granddaughter. Bred
early to BC Lookout. Bred AI
Apr 28 BC Lookout. Exposed to
20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept 1
Vet says safe to Apr 28 breeding.
SERVICE SIRE BC LOOKOUT
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MCNEELY LC Dutchess 10H
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MLC 10H

MAR 8, 2020
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S A V RESOURCE 1441
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
BAR-E-L PROSPECTUS 188C

D BAR-E-L DUCHESS 88E
MCNEELY LC 127A DUCHESS 15C
10H is another of these good Paycheque daughters. This heifer
has an abundance of length to her. Lots of angus character. Again
sound footed and easy moving. The
Paycheque’s as a group are laying
down very nice udders. Bred early
to Defiance who we think will click
with these Paycheques. Bred AI
Apr 19 Defiance 199F Exposed to
20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept 1.
Vet says safe to Apr 19 breeding. SERVICE SIRE DEFIANCE
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MLC 28H

APR 4, 2020
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S A V RESOURCE 1441
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
ROYAL ESTON ANNE 40Z

D BAR-E-L ANNE 125E
28H is a bit smaller framed daughter of Paycheque. This young
heifer has tons of performance especially when you look at her
age. Lots of depth of rib and a big
quarter on her. Very well balanced.
The Paycheques all seem to be good
haired and very sound made. Again
bred up early to Defiance. Bred AI
Apr 9 Defiance 199F Exposed to
20/20 1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept 1.
Vet says safe to Apr 9 breeding.
SERVICE SIRE DEFIANCE
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MCNEELY LC Diedra 25H
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MLC 25H

MAR 28, 2020
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MCNEELY LC 127A DIEDRA 4D MLC 42T DUCHESS 26Y

D
25H is another deep sided young Paycheque daughter who’s
laying down a great udder. She’s got a beautiful foot under her
and plenty of extension through
that front end. We are real happy
with the consistency in all these
young sisters. Again bred up
early to Defiance. Bred AI Apr13
Defiance 199F Exposed to 20/20
1 Iron 30F May 6 to Sept 1. Vet
says safe to Apr 13 breeding.
SERVICE SIRE DEFIANCE
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